Carbine Burs

Doublecut Burs Shown Actual Size

SA-43DC SA-DC SA-SSC SA-SSC CYLINDRICAL SHAPE - NO ENDCUT

SB-4DC SB-12C SB-SSC SB-SSC CYLINDRICAL SHAPE - WITH ENDCUT

SC-42DC SC-12C SC-SSC SC-SSC RADIUS CYLINDRICAL SHAPE

SD-42DC SD-12C SD-SSC SD-SSC BALL SHAPE

SE-4DC SE-12C SE-SSC SE-SSC OVAL SHAPE

SF-4DC SF-12C SF-SSC SF-SSC RADIUS TREE SHAPE

SG-43DC SG-1DC SG-SSC SG-SSC POINTED TREE SHAPE

SH-41DC SH-1DC SH-SSC SH-SSC FLAME SHAPE

SK-43DC SK-1DC SK-SSC SK-SSC INCLUDED CONE SHAPE

SL-41DC SL-1DC SL-SSC SL-SSC RADIUS CONE SHAPE

SN-43DC SN-1DC SN-SSC SN-SSC INVERTED CONE SHAPE

Ask for the Mastercut Tool catalog for additional sizes, shapes and bur sets.

Part ID Guide

Special Purpose and Custom Burs Available, as well as a full line of Metric Products.

SB - Cylindrical With Endcut

SC - Radius Cylindrical

SD - Ball

SE - Oval

SF - Radius Tree

SG - Pointed Tree

SK - Included 90° Cone

SH - Flame

SN - Inverted 10°-30° Cone
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